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Irregularities concerning disciplinary action over Powell visit.

1. These who were interviewed by R. Butler were not told that theinforma-

tion they gave viouldbe used asa basis for.the laying of charges or
that the Dean of Students would use their information to decide whether

or not cases would be referred to Disciplinary Cor.wittee.

2. At no time were people cautioned that what they said might be used
against them - i.e. as above, in the laying of charges etc.

3. Butler deliberately misled students and made them divulge information
they would not otherwise have given by stating that the Dean was only
interested in four things - the fire alarms being set off, the bridge
from LTB being blockeq, the damaging of Buck's car, and the bomb threats;
several of the charges do not arise from these.

4. None of those charged v/ere given the opportunity to seek legal advice
before or when the Dean was to have dealt with them.

5. Several of those charged are not aware of the rules for disciplinary
proc~dure and they were not even sent a copy with their 'summons'.

6. No-one was given the opportunity to call witnesses when the Dean was to
have held the preliminary, and in some cases, final hearing.

7.

8.

None' of the students' advisers were inf'prm0d of the charges.

No opportunity was given to have an adviser or witness present.

9. Mr. Archard was informed verbally of his appointment with the Dean and
WaS not told what the charges against him were to be.

The 'Dean has received a number of confessions by letter, admitting to
various offences - although some of these are known to be true he has
dismissed them as 'farce', while on the other hand charging one student
on the basis of a confession, which he was tricked into making by Mr. '

Butler, to an offence he did not in fact cO!llillit.

The girl-friend of one of those charged was interrogated by Butler who
tried to extract information about the student's actions both bcdore

and after the meeting - the student himself was not interviewed until
one \",eeklater.

There has been no action taken against the stewards at the Powell meeting
who used physical violence towards students, despite a complaint to
,Butler; there has also been no action against those who threatened and
assaulted students who were opposed to Pow ell after the meeting.

One student has been charged with throwing beer over other students in
the Bar after the meeting, despite the "fact that two of the students in
question told Butler that they would merely present the alleged offender
with the dry-cleaning bill.

The trivial nature of the charges clearly indicates that those charged
are being made scapegoats because Butler has not been able to find the
peop+e who were involved in the other incidents; charges such as throwing
beer, brandishing a pipe near a car, obstructing the free passage of a
car etc. would never be brou~lt in~ Court of Law.
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1,S. The action of the University has. been in direct response to pressure from
outside in both Mr. Buck's demanas and the withdrawal of financial support
to the University; Hr. Buck had adequate recourse to the Civil and Criminal
Courts in respect of damage and obstruction whereas action by, the University
may be such as to ruin a student's career.

16. The letter sent out by the Dean on 4.3.68 states that no'action has been

taken against students for demonstrating - this is untrue.

17. The same letter, and statements made by the V-C, indicate an attitude towards
the offences which could influence the decision of Disciplinary Committee
before the cases have been heard.
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